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BRCA1 C-terminal domain (BRCT)-containing proteins are
found widely throughout the animal and bacteria kingdoms
where they are exclusively involved in cell cycle regulation and
DNAmetabolism.Whereasmost BRCTdomains are involved in
protein-protein interactions, a small subset has bona fide DNA
binding activity. Here, we present the solution structure of the
BRCT region of the large subunit of replication factor C bound
to DNA and a model of the structure-specific complex with
5�-phosphorylated double-stranded DNA. The replication fac-
tor C BRCT domain possesses a large basic patch on one face,
which includes residues that are structurally conserved and
ligate the phosphate in phosphopeptide binding BRCT
domains. An extra �-helix at the N terminus, which is required
for DNA binding, inserts into the major groove and makes
extensive contacts to the DNA backbone. Themodel of the pro-
tein-DNA complex suggests 5�-phosphate recognition by the
BRCTdomains of bacterialNAD�-dependent ligases and anon-
clamp loading role for the replication factor C complex in DNA
transactions.

Replication factor C (RFC)3 is a five-subunit complex that
loads the sliding clamp, PCNA, onto primer-template DNA
during synthesis of the daughter strand in DNA replication (1).
Human RFC consists of four subunits of 35–40 kDa and a fifth
large subunit (p140) of 140 kDa. The C terminus of p140 shares
homology with the four small subunits, whereas the unique
N-terminal sequence contains a single BRCT domain that is
dispensable for its function in PCNA loading (2). The crystal
structure of yeast RFC carrying a BRCT-truncated p140
(trRFC) indicated that the five subunits form a spiral complex
that precisely matches that of B form DNA (3). Although not
required for DNA replication, the BRCT region (residues 375–
480) was shown to specifically bind 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA

(4, 5). There is currently no structural information available
regarding this type of specific DNA recognition.
BRCT domains are small, consisting of roughly 90 amino

acids, and are found in more than 900 proteins from all biolog-
ical kingdoms (6). BRCT domains contain no intrinsic enzy-
matic activity, rather they appear to play a scaffolding role by
mediating primarily protein-protein interactions. Interestingly,
all proteins identified so far as containing BRCT domains are
strictly involved either directly in DNA transactions or in reg-
ulation of the timing of such activities. These proteins, which
may contain more than a single copy of the BRCT domain,
exhibit functional activities ranging from DNA replication to
DNA repair and cell cycle checkpoint regulation (7, 8). The
structural information that is available for BRCTdomains pres-
ent in a variety of proteins suggests that the family may be
divided into members whose function is contained within a
single domain and those that form an obligate tandem repeat.
So far, the tandem repeat BRCT domains appear to be specific
for binding to phosphopeptide sequences (9, 10) and are exem-
plified by BRCA1 (11–14) and MDC1 (15). On the other hand,
isolated BRCT domains display greater variation in the types of
binding in which they participate. For instance, XRCC1 con-
tains two separated copies of the BRCT domain, of which the
C-terminal one forms a heterodimer with the BRCT domain of
DNA ligase III through residues conserved between the two
domains (16). In contrast, the BRCTdomain of 53BP1mediates
binding to p53, which does not contain a BRCT domain (17).
Finally, there is the distinct class of BRCT domain exemplified
byRFC,poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase,andthebacterialNAD�-
dependent DNA ligases, some of which mediate DNA binding
(18–20). It is clear that despite conservation of the three-di-
mensional fold of each domain, themechanismbywhich BRCT
domains execute their function differs significantly within the
BRCT superfamily.
Although a limited number of BRCT-DNA interactions are

known or have been implied from biochemical data, there is at
present no structure of a BRCT-DNA complex. Deletion and
mutagenesis data suggest that the region spanning residues
375–480 in RFC p140 (hereafter called p140-(375–480)) is
important for DNA binding (5, 21). This portion of RFC p140,
which we refer to as the BRCT region, contains the variant
BRCT domain and N-terminal sequences, both of which are
required forDNAbinding. To investigate themolecular basis of
this recognition, we employed NMRmethods to determine the
solution structure of p140-(375–480) bound to dsDNA.

The atomic coordinates and structure factors (codes 2k6g and 2k7f) have been
deposited in the Protein Data Bank, Research Collaboratory for Structural
Bioinformatics, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ (http://www.rcsb.org/).
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Although the data obtained were not sufficient to determine
the solution structure of the DNA portion of the complex, the
structure of the complexed protein was determined from
experimentally derived restraints. The resulting structure of
p140-(375–480) consists of a consensus BRCT fold preceded
by an �-helix connected to the core domain by a long loop.
Here, we present amodel of the protein-DNAcomplex thatwas
generated using HADDOCK (22), an algorithm that docks two
molecules using ambiguous interaction restraints based on a
variety of experimental data, including mutagenesis, ambigu-
ously assigned intermolecular NOEs, and amino acid conserva-
tion. The combination of our p140-(375–480)-dsDNA model
and the existing trRFC-PCNA crystal structure reveals a poten-
tial function of 5�-phosphate end binding by the p140-(375–
480) during Okazaki fragment maturation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation—The expression and purification of
RFC p140-(375–480) were performed according to published
methods (5). The oligonucleotide used in these studies (pCTC-
GAGGTCGTCATCGACCTCGAGATCA) was produced by
standard solid state synthesis and further purified by anion
exchange chromatography. For NMR studies, the buffer was
exchanged to 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl using a
PD10 desalting column (AmershamBiosciences). The purity of
the DNA was analyzed by mass spectrometry. To form the
complex, both the protein and the DNA were diluted to 10 �M

in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM dithiothre-
itol to prevent aggregation, mixed in the molar ratio of 1 to 1.2,
and concentrated to �0.5 mM by vacuum dialysis (Spectrum
Labs) using a 10-kDa cutoff membrane. Subsequently, the
buffer was exchanged to 25 mM d11-Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 5 mM

NaCl in 95:5 H2O/D2O.
NMRSpectroscopy andResonanceAssignment—The sequen-

tial assignment of p140-(375–480) has been described previ-
ously (23). An additional three-dimensional [15N,1H] NOESY-
HSQCwas recorded at 310 K for structure calculation. Spectral
data were processed using NMRPipe (24). The assignment and
the integration of NOE peaks were performed using the com-
puter program CARA (25). The chemical shift assignments of
the protein bound to DNA have been reported (23) and depos-
ited (BMRB accession number 6353). The following half- and
double-filtered experiments were acquired: a two-dimensional
NOESY (�m � 150 ms) recorded at 900 MHz with hetero-
nuclear multiple quantum correlation purge set to reject 13C-
and 15N-coupled protons during t1 and to accept 13C- and 15N-
coupled protons during t2, and a two-dimensional NOESY
(�m � 150 ms) run at 900 MHz with HMQC purge set to reject
13C- and 15N-coupled protons during both t1 and t2 (26).
Structure Calculations—Distance restraints were derived

from the automated NOE cross-peak assignment of the three-
dimensional 15N,1H NOESY-HSQC (recorded at 310 K) and
the 13C,1H NOESY-HSQC (recorded at 298 K) using the pro-
tocol CANDID implemented in the computer program
CYANA 2.0 (27). The chemical shift tolerances used in the
automated assignment were 0.02 ppm for protons and 0.1 ppm
for heavy atoms. The structures were calculated using the
NOE-derived distance restraints and the dihedral angle

restraints calculated from the chemical shift values of C� and
C� by TALOS (28). One hundred structures were calculated
starting from conformers with random dihedral angles using
simulated annealing and torsion angle dynamics as imple-
mented inCYANA2.0. The 24 lowest energy structureswith no
distance violations greater than 0.3 Å and no angle violations
greater than 5° were subjected to water refinement following a
previously described scheme (29). The 24 structures with the
lowest backbone conformation Z scores (WHATCHECK) (30)
were accepted as the final structures representing the solution
conformation and deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB
code 2k6g).
Docking Protocol—The program HADDOCK (31) was used

to dock p140-(375–480) to the dsDNAusing solvent-accessible
residue defined by NACCESS (32) and ambiguous intermolec-
ular restraints defined according to established criteria. Eight
amino acids of p140-(375–480) (Tyr-382, Tyr-385, Arg-388,
Thr-415, Gly-415, Arg-423, Lys-458, and Lys-461) with �50%
solvent accessibility were defined as “active” residues. Ambigu-
ous interaction restraints were then generated between the
active residues of p140-(375–480) and the passive residues of
dsDNA (Table 3). A more specific ambiguous intermolecular
restraint was introduced between H� of THR-415 and the
5�-phosphate group of dsDNA (CYT-19). Side chain and back-
bone flexibility that allow local rearrangement during the semi-
flexible simulated annealing step of HADDOCK is confined to
the segments around the active and passive residues (377–392
and 414–462 in p140-(375–480) and the entire DNA mole-
cule) (Table 3).
The starting structures for docking were the 24 NMR struc-

tures of p140-(375–480) and 3 models of dsDNA. Because no
structure of the DNA portion of the complex was available, a
model structure of 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA with a 3� single-
stranded overhang in the standard B-form DNA with three
conformations was generated, using the oligonucleotide
sequence identical to that used for theNMR studies except that
the hairpin was removed (5�pCTCGAGGTCG3�/5�CGAC-
CTCGAGATCA3�). Docking of the p140-(375–480)-dsDNA
complex was performed following the protocol of HAD-
DOCK2.0 (22). Inter- and intramolecular energies were evalu-
ated using full electrostatic and van derWaal’s energy terms with
a distance cutoff using optimized potentials for liquid simulations
nonbonded parameters as defined in the default protocol. During
rigid body energy minimization, 2400 docking structures were
generated (four cycles of orientational optimization for each com-
bination of starting structures were repeated 10 times). The best
200 structures in terms of intermolecular energies were then used
for the semi-flexible simulated annealing, followed by explicit
water refinement. Finally, the structures were clustered using a
5-År.m.s.d. asacutoffbasedonthepairwisebackboner.m.s.d.The
lowest energy cluster of four structureswas chosenas themodel of
the protein-DNA complex (PDB code 2k7f).
Preparation of the Protein-DNA Complex—The 5�-phosphor-

ylated hairpin oligonucleotide used to form the protein-DNA
complex was described previously and shown to bind RFC
p140-(375–480) with KD �10 nM (5). The protein-DNA com-
plexwas formed as describedwith a starting protein/DNA ratio
of 1:1.2 to ensure the formation of a full complex with a 1:1
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stoichiometry. Excess DNA eluted through the dialysis mem-
brane. No signals from either unbound protein or DNA could
be detected in the NMR spectra. The approach to and extent of
the sequential assignment has been described previously (23).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NMR Data Support Binding of p140-(375–480) to 5�-Phos-
phorylated dsDNA—The 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of the free
p140-(403–480) was poorly dispersed and exhibited heteroge-
neous line width and intensity, whereas the spectrum of the
DNA-bound protein was clearly better, containing 105 of the
106 expected amide correlations and exhibiting good disper-
sion with more homogeneous line widths (Fig. 1A) (5). The
extensive differences between the spectra of p140-(403–480) in
the presence and absence of DNA are strong evidence for tight
and intimate binding. Only 60% of backbone resonances of the
free protein could be sequentially assigned,4 whereas 99% of the
backbone 1H and 15N and 95% of the side chain 1H chemical
shifts of the DNA bound p140-(375–480) were assigned (23).
The observation of two distinct sets of resonances for the
bound and the free protein is characteristic of slow dissociation
of the protein-DNA complex on the NMR time scale and is
consistent with the previously determinedKD of�10 nM (5). As
a consequence, it was not possible to deduce the DNA-binding
site on the protein by chemical shift perturbation analysis.
The NMR spectra of the 5�-phosphorylated hairpin 28-mer

DNA in the presence and absence of p140-(375–480) were also
investigated. Two-dimensional NOESY spectra (Fig. 1B) of free
DNA were indicative of dsDNA but were not well resolved.
Standard isotope-filtered NMR experiments did not yield high
quality spectra of the DNA in the presence of p140-(375–480),
likely due to dynamic behavior. We therefore tried an alterna-

tive approach based on purge pulses (26), which proved to be
moderately successful. Two NOESY spectra were obtained by
simultaneous suppression of 13C/15N-attached protons in both
F1 and F2 or only in F1 (data not shown). The resulting F1, F2
double-filtered spectrum, which contains exclusively reso-
nances from the unlabeled DNA, was substantially different
from that of the free oligonucleotide. The differences further
support formation of a complex between p140-(375–480) and
the dsDNA. Unfortunately, due to poor dispersion of the reso-
nances of theDNA, it was not possible to sequentially assign the
majority of resonances. The lack of sequential assignment pre-
cludes experimental structure determination of the DNAmoi-
ety of the complex. However, comparison of the NOESY spec-
tra listed in Table 2 allowed us to ambiguously assign a few
peaks arising from intermolecular magnetization transfer from
DNA to protein. Due to the lack of sequence-specific resonance
assignments for the DNA, however, the identity of the source
proton could not be ascertained.
Description of p140-(375–480) Bound to dsDNA—The struc-

ture of the protein moiety of the DNA-protein complex was
determined primarily from distance restraints derived from
NOEs in the three-dimensional [15N,1H] NOESY-HSQC and
the three-dimensional [13C,1H] NOESY-HSQC spectra (Table
1). The best fit superposition of the 24 conformers with the
lowest backbone Z-scores is depicted in Fig. 2A, left panel, and
the quality statistics of the structures are summarized in Table
1. The secondary structure within p140-(403–480) is well
defined, with an average r.m.s.d. of 0.98 Å for backbone atoms
and 1.66 Å for all heavy atoms (Table 1). The least defined
regions are located at the N-terminal helix and the loops that
connect the secondary structures and reflect the low number of
long range distance restraints. Analysis of the Ramachandran
plot for all residues using the program PROCHECK (33)
showed that 84% of � and � angles lie within the most favored4 M. Kobayashi, E. AB, A. M. J. J. Bonvin, and G. Siegal, unpublished data.

FIGURE 1. Chemical shift perturbation analysis of RFC p140-(375– 80) binding to dsDNA. A, overlay of [15N,1H] HSQC spectra of p140-(375– 480) in the
absence (blue trace) and in the presence of a 1.2-fold molar excess of a 5�-phosphorylated hairpin dsDNA (red trace). B, overlay of cross-peaks in a region of the
two-dimensional [1H,1H] NOESY spectrum of 5�-phosphorylated hairpin dsDNA in the absence (blue trace) and that of two-dimensional F1, F2 [15N/13C]
double-filtered NOESY spectrum in the presence of RFC p140-(375– 480) (red trace).
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and 12.9% lie in the additionally allowed regions, whereas only
3% are in the generously allowed or disallowed regions (Table
1). The residues that fall into the latter regions are found in the
loops.
Residues 403–480 of RFC p140-(375–480), which contain

weak sequence homology to the BRCT domain family (6), fold
into a compact unit consisting of four parallel �-strands sur-
rounded by helices�1 and�3 on one side and by helix�2 on the
other (Fig. 2A), thereby forming a canonical BRCT domain.
Residues 375–390 form an�-helix (�1�) and a loop (L1�), which
separate the helix from the core of the protein. Helix �1� (resi-
dues 381–386) appears consistently in all 24 structures (Fig. 2B,
the consensus secondary structure is shown in Fig. 2C); how-
ever, it is poorly defined with respect to the rest of the protein.
This lack of definition certainly reflects the absence of observ-
able long range NOEs between the helix �1� and the BRCT
domain. Loop L1� is anchored to helices �1 and �2 through
burial of the side chains of residues Leu-399, Pro-400, and Leu-
407 between the two helices and through potential salt bridging
between the side chains of Lys-397 (L1�) and Glu-472 or Asp-
473 (�3) and of Lys-392 (L1�) and Glu-419 (L1).

The BRCT domain of p140-(375–480) belongs to a distinct
subclass of the BRCT superfamily (6). One unusual difference
from the rest of the superfamily is the presence of a Gly in
position 474 in helix �3, where the consensus for the BRCT
superfamily is a Trp. The substitution of this Trp by a Leu
causes destabilization of the structure of the XRCC1 BRCT
domain and may be a possible explanation for the apparent
“floppiness” of the present unliganded protein (16). Gly-434
and Gly-435, two of the most conserved residues in the BRCT
superfamily (6), form a tight turn between �1 and �2. Substitu-
tion of either of these glycines by a larger residue could poten-
tially destabilize the three-dimensional structure. In our own
experience, the G435R mutation resulted in a protein prone to
precipitation and with reduced DNA binding activity (data not
shown), both characteristics suggestive of a decrease in �Gfold.
In the case of BRCA1, the analogous G1788Vmutation renders
the tandem BRCT repeat more sensitive to proteolytic diges-
tion (34), whereas the G617I mutation in the BRCT domain of
the bacterial NAD�-dependent DNA ligase reduces both DNA

binding and nick-adenylation activity (20). Interestingly, the
G193R mutation in the BRCT domain of Rev1 has been shown
to interfere with the in vivo trans-lesion synthesis activity of
Rev1 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (35), but one should perhaps
be careful about interpreting such a mutation that leads to a
general destabilization of the BRCT domain.
In this structure, the L3 loop displays a high degree of disor-

der (Fig. 2) because of the limited number of distance restraints
foundwithin this region. It is not yet clear whether the disorder
reflects actual dynamic motions within the L3 loop or simply a
paucity of structural restraints. It is interesting to note that the
preceding helix, �2, and loop L3 are the most variable in size
and sequence in the BRCT family. Loops L1 and L2 also display
some conformational variation in the ensemble, although to a
lesser extent than L3 (Fig. 2). Inmost BRCTdomains, loop L1 is
more or less flexible as reflected by the high B-factors in x-ray
crystal structures and poor definition in NMR structures (12,
36–38). In relation to these other structures, the L1 loop of
p140-(375–480) is better defined and buried under loop L1�.
Recently, the NMR structure of RFC p140-(392–496), which

lacks the N-terminal amino acids essential for DNA binding,
has been reported (PDB code 2EBU). The backbone r.m.s.d. of
the conservedBRCTdomain in the free andDNAbound state is
1.3 Å, indicating that the core BRCT domain does not undergo
major structural changes upon DNA binding (Fig. 2D). The
largest deviations in the two structures are seen in the loops.
Comparison with the Phosphopeptide Binding BRCT

Domains Reveals Potential 5�-Phosphate DNA Interaction Site
on p140-(375–480)—A surface representation of p140-(375–
480), colored according to electrostatic potential, is presented
in Fig. 3A. Note that the location of helix�1� relative to the core
of the protein in Fig. 3A is arbitrary. The conserved residues
(Fig. 3A, yellow) that were identified by sequence alignment of
the RFC BRCT domains (Fig. 2C) are distributed mainly within
the basic patch of p140-(375–480) (Fig. 3A) and are strictly
found within the BRCT domain rather than within the loop L1�
or helix �1�. Because mutation of these conserved residues
reduced or abrogated DNAbinding activity (5), this basic patch
is a likely binding site of either the negatively charged phos-
phate backbone or the 5�-phosphate of DNA. Negatively
charged surfaces, on the other hand, extend from the front to
the back of the protein (Fig. 3A).
The crystal structure of the complex of the BRCA1 tandem

BRCT repeat with a phosphoserine peptide shows that the
phosphate moiety of the bound peptide is hydrogen-bonded to
the three residues of the N-terminal BRCT domain (BRCT-n)
(11–13) (residues indicated in white, Fig. 3B). Our structure-
based superposition of p140-(375–480) with BRCA1 BRCT-n
revealed a striking similarity between the binding site for the
phosphate moiety of the phosphoserine on BRCA1 and the
conserved basic patch on RFC p140-(375–480) (Fig. 3C), a rela-
tionship that had been anticipated (5). This similarity is further
underlined by the crystal structure of the analogous complex
between the tandem BRCTs of MDC1 and a phosphoserine
peptide (39). Whereas in the case of BRCA1, the phosphate
moiety of the bound peptide is hydrogen-bonded to the trio of
Ser, Gly, Lys (Fig. 3B), the analogous residues inMDC1 are Thr,
Gly, and Lys. Despite the overall low level of conservation

TABLE 1
Structural statistics of the best 24 RFCp140-(375– 480) conformers

Restraints used in the calculation
Total no. of NOE upper distance limits 1812
Intra-residue (�i � j� � 0) 576
Sequential (�i � j� � 1) 455
Medium range (1 ��i � j� 	 5) 295
Long range (�i � j� � 5) 486
Dihedral angle restraints (TALOS predicted) 122

CNS 1.0/water refinement
Average no. of distance restraint violations (�0.3 Å) 0
Average no. of dihedral angle constraint violations (�5°) 2

WHATCHECK Average backbone conformation Z-score �3.60 
 0.4
Average pairwise r.m.s.d. (Å)a
Backbone atoms 0.98 
 0.19
Heavy atoms 1.66 
 0.24

PROCHECK Ramachandran plot analysis
Most favored regions 84.1%
Additionally allowed regions 12.9%
Generously allowed regions 1.2%
Disallowed regions 1.8%

a Residues 403–480 were used for the calculation.
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FIGURE 2. Structure of RFC p140-(375– 480) when bound to dsDNA. A, stereoview of a superposition of the backbone (N, C�, and C�) atoms of residues
403– 480 for the 24 lowest energy structures of RFC p140-(375– 480). The �-helices and �-strands are colored red and green, respectively. B, superposition of the
backbone of residues 381–386 demonstrating the locally well defined helix �1� near the N terminus. C, consensus secondary structure found in the ensemble
of 24 structures is shown above the amino acid sequence of RFC p140-(375– 480). Sequence alignment of RFC p140 from 27 eukaryotic species identified a
number of residues with identity or similarity above 90%, which are colored in red and orange, respectively. D, structural superposition of the lowest energy
structure of RFC p140-(375– 480) and PDB code 2EBU. The average r.m.s.d. of the two structures was 1.3 Å based on superposition of the C� atoms of residues
400 – 480. This and other structure figures were generated using MOLMOL (44).
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between the N-terminal BRCTs of BRCA1 and MDC1 on the
one hand and p140-(375–480) on the other, both the chemical
nature and the three-dimensional structure of the phosphate-
binding triad is exactly maintained, corresponding to Thr-415,
Gly-416, and Lys 458 in p140 (Fig. 3D). This analysis suggests
that the positive patch present on p140 is important for inter-
action with the 5�-phosphate of dsDNA.

The BRCT domain of RFC p140 belongs to a distinct sub-
group of the BRCT superfamily (6). Within the distinct sub-
group, there is increasing evidence to suggest that the BRCT
domain from the bacterial NAD�-dependent ligase binds to
DNA (18–20). The BRCT domain is located at the C terminus
of the multidomain enzyme and is responsible for stable asso-
ciation of protein and DNA (18). Amino acid sequence analysis

FIGURE 3. Potential DNA-binding site in p140-(375– 480) revealed by amino acid conservation and structure comparison. A, electrostatic potential of
the accessible surface of 140(375– 480) is shown. Negative potential is colored in red and positive in blue. The absolutely conserved amino acids in the
eukaryotic RFC family are in yellow. The orientation of the protein in A is equivalent to Fig. 2D. B, electrostatic surface presentation of the N-terminal BRCT
domain (BRCT-n) of BRCA1 (PDB code 1T29) in complex with a phosphoserine peptide (in magenta) colored as in A. The C-terminal BRCT domain is not directly
involved in phosphate binding and therefore has been omitted from this figure for clarity. The amino acid residues forming the pocket to accommodate the
phosphate moiety (P in yellow and O in red) of phosphoserine are indicated on the surface. C, superposition of p140-(375– 480) (red) and the BRCT-n from BRCA1
(black). The orientation of the BRCT-n is identical to that of B. The conserved residues of p140-(375– 480) are shown in blue and the phosphate-moiety
recognition residues of BRCA1 BRCT-n bound to the phosphoserine peptide are shown in magenta. D, sequence alignment of BRCT domains that bind DNA or
phosphopeptides as generated by ClustalW. The sequence alignment was adjusted based on three-dimensional structure alignment using DALILITE (45). The
secondary structure of the BRCT domain of p140-(375– 480) is depicted. Residues that are �70% identical are shaded black, whereas residues that are �50%
similar are shaded gray. The asterisks indicate the three amino acids that bind the phosphate moiety of the bound phosphoserine in the BRCA1 BRCT-n and the
MDC1 BRCT-n structures (see the text for the references).
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of the distinct subgroup of BRCT domains indicates that the
potential DNA-binding residues, including Thr-415, Gly-416,
Arg-423, Gly-455, and Lys-458, are absolutely conserved
between the NAD�-dependent DNA ligases and RFC p140
(Fig. 3D). As mutations in these residues severely affect the
DNA binding as well as the 5�-phosphate adenylate moiety
transfer activities of this class of ligases (20), it may be inferred
that the 5�-phosphate could also be the specific target for DNA
binding by the BRCT domain of the bacterial DNA ligases.
Experimentally Based Protein-DNA Docking by HADDOCK—

Because the sequential assignment of the DNA was not avail-
able, it was not possible to calculate the structure of the protein-
DNA complex based upon the usual restraints such as NOEs.
To generate amodel of the p140-(375–480)-DNAcomplex, the
data-driven docking program HADDOCK (22) was employed.
HADDOCK can make use of a broader array of restraints,
including those derived frombiochemical and biophysical data.
The mutagenesis (5), intermolecular NOEs (Table 2), and
structural conservation (Fig. 3) clearly indicate at least some of
the residues that interact with the dsDNA. In the docking pro-
cedure, ambiguous distance restraints maybe introduced
between residues with at least 50% solvent-accessible surface
and biochemical or conservation data supporting interaction
with the DNA and the 5�-PO4 or any specific nucleotides of the
dsDNA (Table 3). In addition to the ambiguous restraints, a
specific restraint was generated between the hydroxyl of Thr-
415 and the 5�-phosphate of the DNA on the basis of the fol-
lowing three observations. 1) The resonance of the �-1H of
Thr-415 has been tentatively assigned on the basis of NOEs (at
9.22 ppm) indicating that this 1H is in slow exchange with the
solvent. Both the reduced exchange rate and the large down-
field shift are indications of the involvement of Thr-415 �-1H in
a strong hydrogen bond, whereas inspection of the protein
structure indicates that there are no neighboring residues
within sufficiently close distance to form such a hydrogen bond.

2) Residue Thr-415 is structurally equivalent to Ser-1655 of
BRCA1 and Thr-1898 of MDC1, which form hydrogen bonds
to the phosphate moiety of phosphoserine (Fig. 3), and muta-
tion of this residue resulted in reducedDNAbinding (5). 3) The
specificity of binding to 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA is conserved
across the BRCT region of RFC from different species (4), but
the absolutely conserved amino acids can only be found in the
BRCT domain itself and not in N-terminal �1�-helix or in the
L1� loop.
As no structure of the DNA portion of the complex was

available, a model structure of 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA
with a 3� single-stranded overhang in the standard B-form
conformation was generated using the sequence of the oli-
gonucleotide used in the NMR studies. The model DNA
structure, the experimentally determined protein structure,
and the intermolecular restraints described in Table 3 were
used as input to HADDOCK. To optimize interaction at the
protein-DNA interface, the N-terminal residues 377–392 of
p140-(375–480) were allowed to move freely during the
docking procedure. As a result, the docking calculations gen-
erated 200 solutions that were sorted into clusters using a
pairwise backbone r.m.s.d. of 5 Å as a cutoff criterion. This
procedure resulted in 10 clusters, which were then ranked
according to their HADDOCK scores calculated on the basis
of the intermolecular energy. The top two clusters, 1 and 4,
had HADDOCK scores of �49 
 12 and �32 
 48, respec-
tively, whereas the next best cluster scored �13 
 32. The
ensembles of the four best structures of the top two clusters
are depicted in Fig. 4. The definition of both clusters is mod-
erate, with a pairwise r.m.s.d. of 2.4 and 2.9 Å over all the
backbone atoms of the complex for clusters 1 and 4, respec-
tively (Fig. 4, A and B).
The four best structures from cluster 1, which had the lowest

HADDOCK score of any cluster, were accepted as the repre-
sentativemodel of the complex over the structures from cluster

TABLE 2
Intermolecular NOEs observed in the p140-(375– 480)-DNA complex

RFCp140-(375–480) Ambiguously assigned to DNA Unassigned intermolecular NOE Experimentsa

ppm
Tyr-385 QD CYT H5 or THY H1� 5.51 A and B

CYT H6 or THY H6 7.72
Asn-440 HD21 CYT H5 or THY H1� 5.37 A, B, and C
HB3 TCH3 1.5 A and B
Gly-416 HN CYT H6, THY H6 7.7 C

ADE H2, H8 or
NH2 of ADE, CYT and GUA

Arg-423 HE Ribose H2� or H2� 2.19 B and C
Ribose H4�, H5� or H5� 3.88

Gly-455/Gln-456 HNa Ribose H4�, H5� or H5� 3.94 A and B
aA indicates two-dimensional F1-filtered �13C/15N NOESY. B indicates two-dimensional NOESY. C indicates �15N,1H NOESY-HSQC.
bAmbiguity in the amide proton resonance was due to overlap in amide proton frequencies between Gly-455 and Gln-456.

TABLE 3
Active and passive residues used in the definition of the ambiguous interaction restraints for HADDOCK

Active residues of p140-(375–480) Passive residues of dsDNA Method determined

Tyr-382, Arg-388, Lys-458, and Lys-461a Any DNA nucleotide (5�pCTCGAGGTCG3�/
5�CGACCTCGAGATCA3�)

Mutagenesis data (5)

Thr-415 H�a O1P, O2P, and O3P of 5�pC19 Conservation/mutagenesis
Tyr-385 H	 Any H2, H6, H8 Intermolecular NOEs (see Table 2)
Gly-416 HN Any H2, H6, H8
Arg-423 H
 Any H4�, H5�, H5�
Gly-455 or Gln-456 HN Any H4�, H5�, H5�

aA specific restraint is shown (see text for details).
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4 based on a number of observations. Themost critical problem
with cluster 4 is that helix �1� binds to the 3� ssDNA overhang.
We previously demonstrated that the 3� ssDNA is not critical
for binding, although helix �1� is (5). Furthermore, the protein
in cluster 4 only interacts with the first 3 bp of DNA, although it
was shown that 9 bp are required for high affinity binding.
Finally, Lys-444 is close enough to the DNA to interact,
although ourmutagenesis data suggested it did not. In contrast,
the structures of cluster 1 are consistent with these and other
observations (see below).

Model of p140-(375–480)-dsDNA
Complex—The DNA-binding sur-
face of p140-(375–480) is com-
posed of residues in the �1�-helix
and in the BRCT domain; the for-
mer is inserted into the major
groove making extensive contacts
with bases and phosphate backbone
of the DNA, whereas the latter
accommodates the 5�-phosphate
(CYT-19, Fig. 5A) against the posi-
tively charged surface. Themodel of
the complex is also consistent with
previous mutagenesis data (5) of
R480A and K444A, which had sug-
gested that those residues do not
participate in DNA contacts (Fig.
5A). A number of interactions with
the 5�-phosphate are observed. In
addition to Thr-415, the 5�-phos-
phate is primarily ligated by the
conserved residues, Arg-423 and
Lys-458, whose side chains, along
with the backbone amide of
Gly-416, are all within hydrogen
bonding or salt-bridging distance to
the oxygen atoms of the phosphate
(Fig. 5B, left). The constraints intro-
duced for these residues were to the
bases of the DNA; thus, the interac-
tion with the 5�-phosphate is not a

simple result of the input data.
A variety of additional interactions with the phosphate back-

bone of the DNA are also observed in the calculated model
structures. For example, hydrogen bonds involving H
 of Arg-
452 are found in all four model structures even though no con-
straint was introduced in the calculation. Furthermore,
although no intermolecular NOE was observed between Arg-
452 and the DNA, the resonance of H
 of Arg-452 is clearly
visible at 9.3 ppm in the [1H,15N] HSQC spectrum of the p140-

FIGURE 4. Models of the p140-(375– 480)-dsDNA complex generated by HADDOCK. The ensemble of four structures from the two clusters, cluster 1 (A) and
cluster 4 (B), which resulted in the lowest HADDOCK scores (indicated at the bottom), are displayed. The structures of p140-(375– 480) are in gray, and the DNA
is in orange. The 5�-phosphate is indicated by the yellow sphere. The structure with the lowest HADDOCK score in the ensemble is shown to the right of each
bundle. The nucleotide positions in the dsDNA are indicated.

FIGURE 5. Model of the RFC p140-(375– 480)-dsDNA complex generated by HADDOCK. A, electrostatic
surface presentation. The positive and negative charged surfaces are colored in blue and red, respectively.
Exposed hydrophobic residues are in white. Residues 444 and 480 had been previously shown not to interact
with the dsDNA (see text). B, left, detail of residues involved in 5�-phosphate binding in the four structures of
cluster 1. The 5�-phosphate is depicted as a yellow sphere. Right, detail of side chain-DNA interaction in the
N-terminal �1� helix.
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(375–480)-dsDNA complex. This large downfield shift (the
random coil chemical shift of H
 is 7.75 ppm) is suggestive of
hydrogen bonding (40). On the other hand, our previous
mutagenesis data show a dramatic reduction of DNA binding
for the K461E mutant (5), whereas in the present model of the
complex, the side chain of Lys-461 is alternatively about 8 Å
from the closest phosphate of the DNA backbone or the
5�-phosphate. Although neither of these distances is very close,
the introduction of negative charge would still perturb the pos-
itively charged patch of Fig. 3A.
The orientation of helix �1� relative to the BRCT domain is

better defined in the complexwithDNA than in the free protein
and lies in the major groove of the dsDNA. In the model struc-
tures helix �1� is clearly separated from the core of the protein,
which explains the lack of long range NOEs between the helix
and the core BRCT domain. There are extensive contacts
between the side chains of residues in helix �1� and the back-
bone of the DNA (Fig. 5B, right). Bearing in mind that p140-
(375–480) binds 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA in a nonsequence-
specific manner, the model may reflect that the amino acids in
�1� are capable of various interactions. The �-helix is a com-
monly used structural element for recognition of bases as well
as backbone phosphates in sequence-specific and nonse-
quence-specific DNA binding. In the nonspecific complex of
DNA-lac headpiece-62 (41),many of the side chains that confer
direct interactionswith the base pairs in themajor groove of the
sequence-specific complex shift and participate in hydrogen
bonds and electrostatic interactions with the backbone phos-
phates that are similar to those observed here. In the nonspe-
cific DNA-lac headpiece-62 complex, residues located at the
protein-DNA interface were clearly shown to undergo
exchange dynamics on the micro- to millisecond time scale
indicating that they sample different base pair environments
(41). Such dynamic behavior is also suggested to exist in the
p140-(375–480)-dsDNA complex by a variety of NMR data.
For example, the transverse relaxation rate of magnetization
was abnormally fast for a complex of this size as evidenced by
the critical need to reduce the length of the period required for
filtering heteronuclear correlated 1H. An experiment based on
purge pulses (26), which reduces the amount of time required
to perform the magnetization filter, yielded moderate results
where more traditional approaches that would normally be
effective failed. This observation, in conjunction with the pre-
viously reported missing correlations in the three-dimensional
[13C,1H] NOESY-HSQC spectrum (23) and the low number of
intermolecular NOEs, likely reflects the nature of the complex,
in which the residuesmaking contact with DNAundergo inter-
mediate exchange on the NMR time scale between conforma-
tions leading to loss of resonance signals due to efficient relax-
ation of the transverse magnetization. In addition to dynamic
behavior, the nature of the nonspecific protein-DNA interac-
tions likely provides a further explanation for the small number
of inter-molecular NOEs that were observed. Because these
interactions mostly involve the phosphate backbone of the
DNA and may well be bridged by water molecules (42), the
1H-1H distances would be beyond the 5-Å limit detectable by
NMR.

A dramatic reduction in DNA binding of p140-(375–480)
was observed when the size of the DNA duplex becomes less
than 7 bp long or when the �6 nucleotide position (G24:C5)
from the 5�-phosphate end contains a non-Watson-Crick base
pair (T24:C5) (5). The model of the complex nicely explains
these observations because there are close contactswith both of
the base pairs that were not introduced as constraints. Further-
more, the side chain of Ser-384 in helix �1� is oriented toward
the solvent in themodel, which is consistent with themutagen-
esis data that clearly showed Ser-384 was not essential for DNA
binding. Finally, in themodel of the protein-DNA complex, the
3� single-stranded DNA tail (nucleotides CYT-13 and ADE-14)
interacts via the bases with the side chains of Thr-438 and Asn-
440 as well as the amide proton of Gly-439, although no explicit
constraints were included for any of these residues. This inter-
action explains the earlier observation that p140-(375–480)
binds a 5�-recessed dsDNA with higher affinity than blunt
ended DNA (4, 5). In support of this observation, the side chain
amide resonance of Asn-440 is shifted away from the random
coil value suggesting involvement in some interactions.
Although constraints were used to maintain the overall

structure of B-form DNA, the minor groove of the DNA in the
best cluster becomes progressively compressed moving in the
direction of the 5�-phosphate. At this point, it is not possible to
saywhether this is an artifact of the calculation or a real result of
protein binding.
Potential Role of the BRCT Region of RFC p140 in DNA

Replication—At present, a potential cellular role of 5�-phos-
phate DNA binding by the BRCT region of RFC remains elu-
sive. In contrast, the cellular role of binding of the pentameric
RFC complex at the 3� end of primer-template DNA, where it
directs PCNA loading and subsequent recruitment of PCNA-
associatedDNA-transacting enzymes, is well documented. The
crystal structure of the five-subunit complex of N-terminally
truncated RFC1 (p140) with RFC2-5 from yeast and PCNA (3)
demonstrated that the five subunits of trRFC form a cap at the
primer-template junction that defines the relative orientation
of the DNA and trRFC. Our structure orients the C terminus of
p140-(375–480) toward the upstream 3� DNA terminus. By
connecting the C terminus of our model to the N terminus of
the crystal structure of trRFC, it is possible to ascertain an
approximate relative orientation of the BRCT region to the
pentameric clamp-loading complex (Fig. 6). In both yeast and
humans, the connection between the two structures is about 40
amino acids long and is predicted to be flexible. By placing theC
terminus of p140-(375–480)within a reasonable distance of the
N terminus of the p140 subunit of trRFC (here 35 Å) and the 3�
end of the template strand as close to the predicted exit of the 5�
end of the template strand from the trRFC-PCNA complex
(here 25 Å), it is possible to generate a reasonable model of the
relative orientation of the two complexes. This model suggests
that binding of the BRCT region to 5�-phosphorylated dsDNA
terminus would orient the trRFC complex upstream toward an
encroaching 3� terminus. An important implication of this
combined model is that binding by the BRCT region of a 5�
dsDNA terminus of a previously synthesizedOkazaki fragment,
for instance, would place the clamp loader portion of the com-
plex in the correct position to interact with proteins at the 3�
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terminus of anOkazaki fragment that is currently being synthe-
sized or compete with them for PCNA binding. However, the
structures in cluster four are inconsistent with this model.
Interestingly, Levin et al. (43) demonstrated binding of ligase I
to both the N-terminal portion of p140 and p38 and showed
that this interactionwas inhibitory to ligase I but was abrogated
by the presence of PCNA. In the proposed structure of the
complex, the BRCT region of p140 and p38 is in close proximity
resulting in a potential binding surface for ligase I consistent
with the biochemical data. This observation suggests the possi-
bility of a handoff mechanism whereby 5�-phosphate binding
by p140-(375–480) serves to localize ligase I whose activity is
subsequently enabled when FEN1 is released from PCNA. Effi-
cient completion of the Okazaki fragment maturation requires
coordinated activities of DNA polymerase 	, FEN1, DNA ligase
I, and PCNA. Our structure suggests that RFC plays an impor-
tant, yet subtle, role in this process because yeast missing the
BRCT region exhibit no obvious phenotype under normal
growth conditions (21).
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